1. Introduction. Kuratowski [2] and Mil gram [3] have given procedures for avoiding the use of transfinite numbers in the proofs of many theorems. The procedure of Kuratowski is based on results of Hessenberg [1] concerning the existence of well-ordered subsets of ordered sets, and Milgram's is based on a similar theorem [3, p. 23, Th. 1'] . Although Milgram's theorem does not strictly include Hessenberg's results, his procedure is more generally applicable than is Kuratowski's. Milgram has given two proofs of his theorem, of which the first (and simpler) utilizes transfinite numbers; the second, like Hessenberg's, avoids their use by methods similar to those used by Zermelo in his second proof of the well ordering theorem [6] Szele [4] has given a proof, patterned on Zermelo's first proof of the well ordering theorem [5] , that Zorn's lemma is a consequence of the axiom of choice.
The purpose of this note is to show that Szele's proof can be modified in such a way as to prove a common generalization (Theorem 1) of the theorems of Hessenberg and Milgram. The proof is as simple as Milgram's first but, like his second, makes no use of ordinal numbers. Furthermore, it can be arranged in such a manner that Szele's theorem appears as an intermediate result almost as simply as in [4] .
A general result.
We shall use the following notations. The relation < orders M if it is transitive: a < b and b < c=>a < c; n is an upper (lower) bound oi N \i p <_ n (n <_ p) for every p C N; n is a greatest (least) member of N if it is an upper (lower) bound of N and belongs to N; m is a maximal member of M if m < n=ϊ>n < m for every n C M; a subset of M will be said to be bounded if it has an upper bound; the symbol 'C* will denote proper inclusion, and Ά f will denote the empty set. 3. Proof of Theorem 1. There exist nonempty sets which are members of H, for example { a}, and a is the least member of every such set. If N 9 P £ H then one is a segment of the other. For if N n = P p is a common proper segment of N and P then n = u(N n ) = u(P p ) = p, and N n u { n \ = P p u { p } is a larger 
4.
Corollaries. We note the following results.
COROLLARY I. Let u satisfy the additional restriction that any m G M which is not maximal satisfies u ({ m \) s_ m. If M(u) is bounded, then u[M (u)] is a maximal member of M.
Proof. If M(u) is bounded then, by the final result of first paragraph of the preceding proof, it has a greatest member m, and u(\m\) _< m. The restriction on u then requires that m be maximal. But m <_ u[M(u) ], so that u [M(u) ] is also maximal.
COROLLARY 2. Let M have the property that if A C N C M, and N is bounded, then N has a least upper bound; and let u satisfy the additional restrictions that if A C ^V C^M, and N is bounded but has no greatest member, then u(N) is a least upper bound of N; and that if m, nζLM and m < n then u (\ m}) £
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is a least such p. 6. Remarks. Note that only the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 1 is appealed to in the proof of Theorem 2, and that for this application the hypotheses on u can be simplified to the requirements that u(A) = a and that if Λ/ and P have the same nonempty set of upper bounds then u(N) = u(P).
It may also be worthy of note that, in the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 1, the transitivity of < was used only in the last sentence. If < is Now let an m G M be called 'weakly maximal' when, for every n C M, it satisfies the following condition: if p _£ m => p < n for every p ζl M, then n < m. Clearly, a maximal member of Λί is weakly maximal, and if < is transitive then the converse also holds. If < is antisymmetric then the phrase 'n < m' can be replaced by 'n = m f . If, in Corollary 1, 'maximal' is replaced by 'weakly maximal' then the resulting statement is true not only if < is transitive but also if it is assumed only to be antisymmetric.
Using the axiom of choice, one can define a function u which satisfies the four conditions referred to in the two preceding paragraphs, as follows: u{A) -a; if N has a greatest member m which is not weakly maximal then Hence we have the following analogue of Zorn's lemma:
If < is an antisymmetric relation defined on M, and every subset of M which is well-ordered by < has an upper bound, then, for each a £ M, there is a weakly maximal member m of M such that a <_ m; that is, a £ m, and \{ n Φ m then there is a p such that p _£ m and p f n. 7. Addendum. After this paper was submitted to the editors it was brought to the author's attention that certain results similar to those stated in Theorem 1 had recently been published by Bourbaki [7] . He assumes that a set E is given on which there is a transitive and antisymmetric relation £ and a transformation / of E into itself such that: x £ f(x) for every x C E. In addition a d E, His theorem asserts the existence of a set A which is the least of the sets P C E such that a £ P; if x C P then f(x) C P; if Λ C N C P and N has a least upper bound then this least upper bound belongs to E. The theorem also asserts that _£ is connected on A. Bourbaki later proves that A is well ordered by £, and that A has a greatest member if and only if it has a least upper bound.
It is interesting to note that Bourbaki's results follow from Theorem 1. For the proof, let α^ be anything not in E y and let M be E u {α^ }. Extend the relation _£ and the function / to M by requiring that x < a^ for every x £1 £, and that /(αfco ) = αoo. Define u as follows: u(A) = α; if Λ C N C_ Λί and is bounded, 
